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Feel the magic of the season in two unforgettable stories by #1 New York Times bestselling author

Nora RobertsGabrielâ€™s AngelAll Gabriel Bradley wants is solitude. But when a very

pregnantâ€•and very beautifulâ€•woman ends up at his remote cabin during a blizzard, desperate,

alone and on the run, the modern-day Scrooge canâ€™t bring himself to turn her away. Despite her

intrusion, Laura brings Gabriel the gifts of passion, hope, and lifeâ€•he just needs to find the courage

to reach for them.Home for ChristmasAfter years spent abroad, reporter Jason Law returns home

determined to win back the heart of the girl he left behind. Itâ€™s going to take all his skills and then

some to convince Faith Monroe that heâ€™s the man for herâ€•but when it comes to love,

forgiveness doesnâ€™t come so easily. And heâ€™s not the only one whoâ€™s made mistakes.â€¦

Can Jason and Faith settle their past to find the future they always dreamed of?
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First released in 1989 and 1986 respectively, Gabriel's Angel and Home for Christmas are two

classic romances that only slightly show their age but are worth a read just the same. You can

always tell if Robert's books are a reissue or a new release because the new ones will have her

initials in a circle on the cover of the book with the words "Never Before Published". This is very

helpful for her fans since Roberts has written so many books for so many years that you could

easily buy a reissue thinking it's something you haven't read before. I wish all authors would offer

this courtesy. Gabriel's Angel is a classic story of a lady in distress saved by a stranger in the

middle of a raging storm. Laura Monroe is 7 months pregnant and on the run from the people who



are determined to take her child away from her when she finds herself stranded in the middle of

nowhere at the height of a blizzard. When Gabe Bradley finds a beautiful but hugely pregnant

woman stranded on the roadside, the last thing he wants to do is take her back to his isolated cabin

in the Colorado wilderness, but he doesn't have much choice. Trapped alone for days, Gabe and

Laura slowly get to know one another, but they are both burdened with secrets they are reluctant to

share... his a heartache from the past... hers a fear of the future. But Fate has thrown them together

and there are surprises ahead and each may turn out to be exactly what the other one needs. While

there is a lot of snow in this story, it doesn't take place at Christmas time so I'm not quite sure why it

was included, and it's a fairly predictable plot, but Laura's determination to keep her baby safe and

Gabe's desire to overcome his grief make for an engaging tale about two people determined to find

a love they can believe in.
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